
Château Valandraud

In 1989, Jean-Luc Thunevin and Murielle Andraud became the proud owners
of a small plot of land of 0,6 ha, in the valley of Saint Emilion, between Pavie
Macquin and La Clotte. In 1991 they produced and bottled their first vintage.
Since then, their estate portfolio has grown with properties in Saint Christophe
des Bardes, Saint Sulpice de Faleyrens or Saint Etienne de Lisse.

In the early days, wine critics nicknamed their production « garage wine », but
even as Château Valandraud had not –yet- entered the Saint Emilion
classification, it was considered by most wine critics, including Robert Parker,
as playing in Bordeaux major league.

In 2012, Château Valandraud has been promoted as a 1st classified growth of
Saint Emilion. In 2017, Château Valandraud became a full member of Union
des Grands Crus de Bordeaux

Thunevin  SAS 
6 rue Guadet - 33330 Saint Emilion

Tel: 05 57 55 09 13 – Fax: 05 67 67 03 07

Surface: 8.88 hectares 

Soil : clayey limstone

Grape varieties 65 % Merlot, Cabernet Franc 25 %,  Cabernet Sauvignon 5%,  
Malbec  4%, Carmenère 1%

Average age of the vines : 30 ans 

Manual harvest, several sorting including Tribaie.technology

Vinification in  thermo gerulated stainless steel , concrete and wooden tanks , 
Malolactic fermentation in barrels.

Ageing: 18 to  30 months in new barrels  

Production: 15 000 bottles

Blending may differ accordin to vintage

Technical information

www.thunevin.com thunevin@thunevin.com

Saint Emilion Grand Cru

Millésime 2005 :

Wine Advocate 95/100

Millésime 2006 : 

Wine Advocate : 91/100

Millésime 2007 :

Wine Advocate :92/100

Millésime 2008: 

Wine Advocate 94/100

Millésime 2009 :

Wine Advocate 95/100

Millésime 2010:

Wine Advocate 96/100

Millésime 2011 : 

Wine Advocate 95/100

Tasting notes 
2010 : Tasted blind at the Valandraud vertical at the property, the 2010 Valandraud
is a blend of 85% Merlot and 15% Cabernet Franc matured for 22 months in new 
oak (a little less than subsequent vintages). Initially it felt a little volatile on the nose 
at first and took time to calm down. This is very heady and raucous, lacking the 
refinement of the brilliant and superior 2010 Lafleur poured alongside. The palate is 
very concentrated with blackcurrant pastille and blueberry, veins of cassis emerging 
towards the finish. Almost viscous in texture, it has immense volume and 
persistence. It just needs a lot more time to temper its fieriness but that will surely 
come in time. This is a Valandraud for those with patience.

Neal Martin  The Wine Advocate

Ratings

valandraud.com


